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www.cardanocash.org

The Mission

Cardano Cash $CCH will be widely accepted as a payment 
method on commercial websites like Shopify and payment 
processors such as NowPayments, Cryptomus, BitPay, 
Confirmo, and Stripe.

ADA has not been able to achieve this so far, which is one of 
the reasons it has not realized a broader adoption.

Total supply: 20,999,999 tokens
Decimals: 8
Chain: Cardano

The founders of the Cardano Cash $CCH are anonymous, 
but by the middle of 2025, the Cardano Cash will be handed 
down to the community, which will consist of the several 
volunteer leads:
– Software engineers, developers, strategists, 
communications and social media managers and admins.
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Cardano Cash solves one of the key issues in the crypto space - 
in�ation. The project effectively combats in�ation through a quarterly 
token burn, making the token de�ationary.

10% of the tokens will be burned in 10 years. Each quarter, 52,500 
tokens will be bought back from the markets and sent to a burning 
address, which nobody can access anymore.

Upcoming burns in 2025:

January 29, 2025
May 29, 2025
August 29, 2025
November 29, 2025

The same monthly schedule and exact quantity of the tokens will be 
burned every year until 2035.
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Token Burn
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We are NFTokenizing 50% of Cardano Cash total supply. Users will be able to mint 10,000 

Cardano Cash Pass NFTs for 50 ADA each.

Each NFT “holds” 1,050 Cardano Cash $CCH tokens. On July 10th, these tokens will be 

airdropped to the Cardano Cash Pass NFTs holder's wallets.

The main advantage of this approach is that the early adopters - holders of the

Cardano Cash Pass NFTs, besides getting the $CCH tokens are eligible for future

rewards airdrops.
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NFTokenization as a Presale
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Tokenomics
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NFT Pass Mint: 50%

Liquidity: 30%

Future Growth: 15%
Team: 5% (Vested for 2 years)
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Roadmap
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For the roadmaps, starting with the one for 2024, visit our o�cial website:
www.cardanocash.org
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